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The BRAHMS experiment at p+pthe Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) has measured hadron21

invariant cross sections for identified charged hadrons for rapidities −0.2 < y < 3.8 in p+ pcollisions22

at
√
s = 62.4 and 200 GeV. The data extends the knowledge of production of soft hadrons at23

lower c.m. energies corresponding to the highest ISR energy, provides new insight at the highest24

RHIC energy, and serves as a baseline for the heavy ion measurements.. Transverse momentum25

spectra are compared to NLO and NLL pQCD calculations and to PYTHIA calculations. Pion26

spectra are well described by at mid-rapidity and quite well at large rapidities by Next To Leading27

Order pQCD. The net-proton description from SPS to RHIC energies exhibits longitudinal scaling28

indicating that not change in stopping mechanism appears significantly in the energy range. The29

The net-proton rapodoty distributions are not well described by PYTHIA calculation. The rapidity30

and pT-distributions of pions and kaons are reasonable well described by the PYTHIA8 defaults31

tunes at 200 GeV.32

PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw33

I. INTRODUCTION34

The scientific program of Brookhaven’s Relativistic35

Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) benefits from the ability of36

the machine to collide different species; from polarized37

protons to heavy ions and asymmetrical collisions like d38

+ A. This versatility has produced measurements that in-39

dicate the formation of a strongly-coupled Quark Gluon40

Plasma (sQGP) in colliding heavy ions [1–4], as well41
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as new insights about the spin of the proton (add ref-42

erences). Seminal results that lead to the characteriza-43

tion of the new medium formed in heavy ion collisions at44

RHIC as an sQGP are extracted from the comparison of45

suitable scaled inclusive spectra measured in heavy ion46

and p + p collisions at the same energy and with the same47

detectors; deviations from a description of the heavy ion48

system as incoherent sum of p + p interactions are used49

to infer the existence of strong partonic energy loss at50

RHIC [1–4] . This work focuses on the measurements51

performed in p+p collisions with center of mass energies52 √
s= 62.4 and 200 GeV which were run concurrently with53

the Au+Au and Cu+Cu systems at the same energy. The54

200 GeV setting is the maximum that the machine can55

accelerate Au ions, and 62.4 GeV is an intermediate value56

between that maximum and previous heavy ion collisions57

at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), which58

reached up to 17.3 GeV in fixed target mode. The 62.459

GeV value was also selected to match the highest energy60

of the p+ p collisions at the CERN Intersection Storage61

Rings (ISR) more than three decades ago.62

The data presented in this work was collected with the63
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BRAHMS spectrometers and spans a wide range in ra-64

pidity and transverse momentum. This wide coverage at65

both energies mentioned above, provide a almost exhaus-66

tive description of particle production in p+ p collisions,67

and as such, it complements previous efforts to extract68

Parton Distribution Functions (PDF) and Fragmentation69

Functions (FF). In section IV A the different spectra ex-70

tracted from the two data sets are compared to pertur-71

bative Quantum Chromo Dynamics (pQCD) where due72

to small values of the strong interaction coupling cross73

sections are actually calculable as series. The compar-74

ison between data and these calculations is often used75

to highlight the partonic nature of the systems that are76

well described by pQCD. Several publications have ad-77

dressed particle production in the mid-rapidity region78

[5, 6] (PHENIX,STAR) where the transverse momentum79

distributions of pions, kaons and the sum of protons and80

anti-protons are well described by Next-to-Leading Order81

(NLO) pQCD calculations . At high rapidity the pQCD82

calculations continue to describe the charged pion and83

kaon production [7] (BRAHMS) and neutral pions [8]84

(STAR) as well, but fail to reproduce the yield of pro-85

tons.86

There is also considerable current interest in under-87

standing the large transverse single spin asymmetries88

measured with pions and kaons in p + p collisions with89

center-of-mass energies ranging from 20 to 200 GeV [8–90

12] Attempts at reaching such understanding are based91

on pQCD [13] (Feng, Qui Sterman) and it is imper-92

ative that such framework be able to describe particle93

production before engaging in more complicated studies94

involving spin. Additional high quality measurements of95

identified charged hadrons at high rapidity at 62.4 GeV96

will shed light on the validity of pQCD in describing such97

data.98

The spectra presented in this work can also be in-99

strumental in constraining and improving existing event100

generators. In particular, the widely used PYTHIA101

model [14, 15] which describes the p+p collisions as unbi-102

ased soft particle production or as a sum of the so called103

underlying event populated by soft particle production104

and hard QCD processes that appear as jets or high105

transverse momentum particles. The soft particle pro-106

duction is not yet well understood and needs input from107

experiment. Much work has gone into tuning PYTHIA108

at higher energies see e.g. [16]. add some more Rick, LHC109

Using these data, the event generators will eventually be110

able to model p+p collisions at all energies ranging from111

RHIC, the TEVATRON, LHC, and beyond. The present112

data at
√
s= 62.4 and 200 GeV should constrain these113

models at energies ranging from the CERN ISR to the114

Tevatron.115

This work reports the study of particle production in116

p + p collisions at
√
s = 62.4 and 200 GeV performed117

with the BRAHMS spectrometers at RHIC. This work118

is based on the extraction of invariant yields of pions,119

kaons and their anti-particles as function of transverse120

momentum in different rapidity windows. The collisions121

at
√
s = 62.4, where the beam rapidity is equal to 4.2,122

have been studied at y = 0 and 1, and in the interval123

2.2-3.8 For the higher energy collisions where
√
s = 200124

GeV and beam rapidity is equal to 5.4, the coverage in125

rapidity is wider: y=0-1.2 and y=1.6-3.8.126

This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses127

the BRAHMS detector system as it was setup for the128

p+ p runs. Additional details are included for three sub-129

systems which were not dexcribed in previous BRAHMS130

publications. The same section describes the data anal-131

ysis in different sub-sections starting with a detailed de-132

scription of the tracking algorithms used in both spec-133

trometers, followed by the identification of the detected134

charged particles. Cross section extraction and the cor-135

rections applied to the data during that process are also136

described in this section which ends with a summary137

of the systematic uncertainties that are estimated to be138

present in these studies. Section III is a thorough de-139

scription of the results, starting with the transverse mo-140

mentum distributions and particle ratios, followed by a141

comparison of the
√
s = 62.4 spectra to correspond-142

ing measurements performed at the ISR. This section143

then proceeds to describe the rapidity distributions of144

the yields and the average mean transverse momentum.145

The presence of Longitudinal Scaling in these data is in-146

vestigated, the degree of stopping is studied using the147

rapidity distribution of net protons. Strangeness pro-148

duction in p + p collisions is presented as function of149

the anti-proton to proton ratio as proxy of the baryon150

chemical potential. And finally section III presents the151

energy dependence of the average multiplicity. Section152

IV describes the comparison between the invariant yields153

extracted from p+ p collisions at
√
s = 62.4 and 200154

GeV, and NLO pQCD calculations. Similar comparisons155

with PYTHIA 8 calculations are also presented for the156

200 and 62.4 GeV data.157

.158

II. ANALYSIS159

The data used for this analysis were collected with160

the BRAHMS detector system during the 2005 and 2006161

RHIC runs. The 200 GeV p+ p data matches previ-162

ous heavy ion runs which collected data from Au+Au163

and Cu+Cu collisions. The lower energy data (
√
s= 62.4164

GeV) was collected during a short run in 2006. The ex-165

periment sampled 0.26pb−1 of p+p collisions at 62.4 GeV166

and 3.4pb−1 at 200 GeV.167

A. Detector System168

The BRAHMS detector consists of two movable mag-169

netic spectrometers: the Forward Spectrometer (FS) that170

can be rotated from 2.3◦ to 15◦ , and the Mid-Rapidity171

Spectrometer (MRS) that can be rotated from 34◦ to 95◦172

degrees relative to the beam line. Several global detec-173
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tors are also used to measure the multiplicity of charged174

particles, the luminosity at the iteraction region, and to175

determine the interaction vertex. The vertex finder de-176

tector provides as well a precise start time for time-of-177

flight measurements in both spectrometer arms.178

The MRS is a single-dipole-magnet spectrometer with179

a solid angle of ≈ 5msr and a magnetic bending power up180

to 1.2 Tm. The MRS has two Time Projection Chambers181

(TPCs), TPM1 and TPM2, situated in field free regions182

in front and behind the dipole magnet. This assembly is183

followed by a two highly segmented scintillator time-of-184

flight walls, the first one refered as TOFW is located at185

4.51 m and the second one named TFW2 sits 5.58 m (at186

the 90◦ spectrometer setting) or it can be moved out to187

6.13 m (all other MRS angle settings).188

The FS consists of 4 dipole magnets D1, D2, D3 and189

D4 with a total bending power of up to 9.2 Tm. The190

spectrometer has 5 tracking stations T1 through T5. T1191

and T2 are TPCs placed in front of and after the second192

dipole D2. T3, T4, and T5 are drift chambers with ex-193

cellent position resolution (≈ 80µm) with T3 in front of194

D3, T4 between D3 and D4, and T5 after D4 and just195

in front of the particle identification detectors H2, which196

is a segmented time-of-flight wall and the Ring Imaging197

Detector (RICH) [17]. The D1-D4 magnets are all set to198

run at the same fraction of their full field value. Thus199

the acceptance for a given settings picks a certain mo-200

mentum range around a pref , a reference momentum.201

At the highest field setting the pref is 22 GeV/c. The202

momentum resolution is dominated by the position reso-203

lution of the tracking detectors, and can be expressed as204

δp/p = 0.016p/pref , implying the resolution is no worse205

than ≈ 2% for accepted particles of interest at any given206

setting.207

Additional details on the BRAHMS experimental208

setup can be found in Ref. [18] and in Ref. [19] for track-209

ing in the MRS. This paper describes three detectors sub-210

systems not discussed in the references mentioned above;211

namely the vertex and luminosity detectors installed for212

p+ p running, the extended time-of-flight wall (TFW2)213

in the MRS, and the spectrometer trigger counters used214

in the BRAHMS experiment for Run-4 through Run-6.215

1. Vertex and Luminosity detectors216

A set of four Cherenkov Counters (CC) installed at 1.9217

(inner ring) and 6.4 meters (outer ring) on both sides of218

the nominal interaction point (IP) are used to measure219

the luminosity. Because these detectors were designed to220

achieve good time resolution, they also provide a mea-221

surement of the vertex of the collision and the start time222

for time-of-flight measurements. Each detector consists223

of a 4.87 cm thick Lucite radiator backed by a small num-224

ber of Photo-Multipliers Tubes (PMTs) (8 and 5 in inner225

rings, 10 in the outer rings). The light collection in these226

detectors is such that most of the Cherenkov light em-227

mitted by incident charged particles above threshold will228

reach the PMT photo-cathode but some fraction will be229

lost, a fact that complicates the sue of these counters230

for charge particle counting. In contrast, these detec-231

tors have very good timing resolution and are highly ef-232

ficient. The detectors covers the pseudo-rapidity range233

from 3.26 < η < 5.15. The left inner and outer rings,234

and the outer right ring have full azimuth coverage, while235

the inner right ring has a cutout for 120◦< φ < 240◦ to236

minimize background production into the FS. An aver-237

age timing signal is derived from all tubes hit in the left238

and right array. The sum and the difference of these239

represents the start time of the event and the vertex po-240

sition of the interaction. From comparisons to vertices241

formed with tracks measured in the MRS spectrometer242

we deduce that the position resolution is ≈ 1.2 cm, which243

corresponds to a time resolution of about 100 psec.244

There are significant yields of charged particles in245

p+ pcollisions at 200 GeV within the rapidity coverage of246

the CC detectors. This produces a fairly high efficiency247

to detect coincidences between the two sides; these de-248

tectors are estimated to be sensitive to ≈ 68% of the249

total inelastic cross section of 41 mb. For p+ pcollisions250

at 62.4 GeV the beam rapidities are smaller and the CC251

detectors are only sensitive to ≈ 33% of the total in-252

elastic cross section (36 mb) and 45% of the Non-Single-253

Diffactive (NSD) cross section.254

Further details about design and performance of the255

CC detectors can be found in a technical paper [20].256

2. TFW2257

The TFW2 detector is an array of 41 BC408 scintil-258

lator slats designed to measure time-of-flight of charged259

particles in the MRS. each slat is 40 cm high, 5 cm wide260

and 1.5 cm thick coupled with optical cement at both261

ends to H2431 PMTs (2 inch Hamamatsu R2083 assem-262

bly). The anode signal is passively split and one signal is263

feed to a FASTBUS ADC, while the other is connected264

to a discriminator for timing purposes. The input signal265

to the discriminator is passed through a low frequency266

filter mounted right at the tube base. This detector is267

built to be symmetric about the axis of the MRS and268

can move radially between XXX and YYY cm measured269

from the pivot of the spectrometer. The scintillator slats270

are mounted on two arcs. The front arc has a radius of271

curvature of 508 cm and the back one has a radius of272

512 cm, both arcs are centered in the D5 nominal center273

whenever the detector is at the shortest distance to the274

spectrometer pivot. In the extended position the nomi-275

nal path length 614 cm [THIS IS NOT CORRECT] The276

overall time-resolution of the detector system is 120 psec.277

3. Triggers278

The MRS trigger is formed by requiring coincidences279

between the time-of-flight (TOFW) wall placed at 4.33280
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m from the IP, a hodoscope (TRMRS) placed immedi-281

ately behind the D5 magnet, and the RHIC 9.7 MHz282

clock. The TRMRS is a 12 slat scintillator hodoscope,283

each with dimensions 2×9×0.4 cm (W*H*D) read out by284

fast phototubes (XXXX) at both ends of each slat. The285

slats were made thin to minimize the multiple scattering286

for low momentum particles. Details about the TOFW287

detector can be found in ref. [18]. A PMT signal from288

both TOFW and TRMRS detectors was fed into cus-289

tom designed programmable VME modules where each290

channel has a discriminator circuit that provides an ECL291

output. These modules require a coincidence overlap be-292

tween the input from the top and bottom signal from293

each scintillator slat and then provides a logic OR of all294

16 slats connected to it. The overlap coincidence time295

is 20 nsec. A set of such modules are daisy-chained to296

form the logic requirement of one good hit in the the re-297

spective hodoscope. The resolving time of the TOFW298

and TRMRS detectors is much smaller than the bunch299

crossing time of 107 nsec.300

In the FS, the trigger is formed with signals from a301

hodoscope (TRFS) placed immediately behind the mag-302

net D1 and in front of the first tracking detector T1, and303

the two time-of-flight walls H1 and H2, placed at 8.8m304

and 18.8 m, respectively, as well as the RHIC 9.7 MHz305

clock. The TRFS is a 7 slat hodoscope with slat dimen-306

sions 3×9×0.4 cm (W*H*D) readout by fast phototubes307

(XXXX) at each end a similar in design as the TRMRS.308

The triggers in both spectrometers do not require the309

minimum bias CC trigger, and thus register tracks from310

events that are part of the total inelastic p+ p cross sec-311

tion, including single diffractive and double diffractive312

events. The efficiency of both spectrometer triggers have313

been estimated using minimum bias data sets, and were314

found to be greater than 98%. The enhancement factor315

for these triggers are large: ≈ 100 − 1000 depending on316

angle and field setting due to the small solid angle of the317

spectrometers. For the FS the largest luminosities seen318

in 200 GeV p+p produced event rates of 4-100/sec, which319

were handled by the DAQ with dead times ≤ 25%. For320

the MRS the data were usually downscaled by factors of321

3 to 5 in order to maintain good live time for the FS.322

The dead time is dominated by the readout time of the323

TPCs.324

B. Tracking325

Local tracks are first determined in the TPCs and Drift
Chambers, which are all situated in magnetic field free
regions. The resulting straight-line track segments in two
tracking chambers located on either side of a magnet are
matched using the effective edge approximation. The
rigidity of the matched track p/q is determined by:

p/q =
Bl

(sin(φb)− sin(φf ))
√

(1− α2
y)
,

where Bl is the integrated effective field, φf the angle326

between the tangent of the curvature in front of the mag-327

net at the position of the effective edge, φb is the same328

quantity at the back end of the magnet, and αy the av-329

erage of the vertical slope of the track. The magnetic330

field inside D4 magnet gap has a spatial non uniformity331

which requires a second correction to the deduced mo-332

mentum. The correction depends on the orbit of the333

track and it was deduced from full Geant simulations334

of the spectrometer using a field map generated by the335

TOSCA program set to match the measured D4 field.336

Local tracks and local matched tracks are combined in337

the FS to form complete tracks. Complete tracks are re-338

fitted to deduce the final value of momentum. Tracks in339

the FS are required to project through the magnet D1340

onto the nominal beam-line.341

A number track quality cuts are applied to select good342

tracks. The magnitude of related corrections and the343

evaluation of systematic errors arising from them are dis-344

cussed later in section II H 1345

bulleted list may not be appropriate for PRD346

• Matching of local tracks between the tracking347

chambers i.e. TPCs and Drift Chambers. When348

using the effective edge approximation a cut based349

on the horizontal angle difference, and the angle350

and position difference in the vertical plane. When-351

ever tracks reconstructed in the T2 TPC and the352

T3 drift chamber are matched, the absence of mag-353

netic field between those detectors calls for a dif-354

ferent approach and a six sigma elliptic cut in x y,355

δx , δy is applied. The means and the RMS of the356

distributions used in the track matching are deter-357

mined from data on a run-to-run basis in a pre-pass358

of the global tracking.359

• Fully reconstructed tracks are extrapolated back to360

the primary vertex. The intercept of the extrapo-361

lated track and the beam axis is compared with362

the z coordinate of the vertex which was measured363

with the CC detectors. In case no CC vertex was364

found for a particular event, beam-line constraints365

are applied in the transverse coordinates x and y.366

• Magnet fiducial cuts requiring clearing the physical367

boundaries by 1 cm.368

• Fiducial cut on the last PID detector. For the FS369

this is the RICH detector where the thin walled370

window have a dimension of 40×20 cm2, or the H1371

active slat range. For MRS is it the chosen active372

slat in TFW2.373

• Whenever particle identification is done using374

Time-of-Flight, tracks are matched to hits in the375

TOF walls. a track is accepted if it projects to a376

slat that has signal or its inmediate neighbor. A377

three sigma match in Y position is also required.378

The y coordinate of a hit in a particular slat is de-379

termined from the time difference between signals380

from the corresponding top and bottom PMTs.381
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Tracking and matching efficiencies for each of the five382

tracking stations in the spectrometer were calculated by383

constructing full tracks using just 4 track segments and384

evaluating the efficiency in the 5th station by compar-385

ing the predicted position and direction of the interpo-386

lated or extrapolated full track in that station with the387

known local segments. The local track efficiency as func-388

tion of position and direction of the track segments was389

evaluated at each spectrometer angle and field setting.390

The overall tracking efficiency is about 80-90%, and is391

included in the extraction of the cross sections.392

C. Particle identification393

In MRS the particle identification is done using the394

time-of-flight with the CC time as start and the TFW2395

(or TOFW) time as the stop. The TOFW time-of-flight396

was used for checking result from TFW2. Due to the397

longer flight path whenever the TFW2 is used, the mo-398

mentum range for good particle identification can be ex-399

tended at the cost of a small reduction in yield due to400

additional decay and absorption of particles.401

p/q [GeV/c]
-4 -2 0 2 4

β
1/

1

1.5

2

2.5
pp 62.4 GeV

o=45θ

FIG. 1. (Color online) 1/β vs. p/q with MRS at 45◦.

To identify charged pions, kaons and protons using the402

time-of-flight detectors three standard deviations σ cuts403

in 1/β−1/βC where βC = |p|/
√
p2 +m2 is the calculated404

velocity and β the measured velocity. A typical correla-405

tion between velocity and momentum of charged parti-406

cles detected in the MRS spactrometer at 45◦ is shown407

in Fig. 1 and it demonstrates the overall good particle408

identification in the MRS It is noted that in order to409

make the PID with time-of-flight an event vertex and a410

start time signal from the CC counters are needed. This411

has important consequences for the normalization as is412

discussed later. The resolution in 1/β for TFW2 has an413

average values of 0.0055 at 45◦ and 0.007 at 90◦. With414

these resolutions kaons are well separated from pions up415

to 1.8 GeV/c, while protons are separated from kaons up416

to 3 GeV/c. The pion spectra can be extended to some-417

what higher momenta since the K/π ratio is well below418
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Top panel: Particle identification at
6◦. Bottom panel: PID using RICH at 3◦ and half field.

1 (≈ 0.2 − 0.35). An analysis in which slices were made419

in the 1/β − 1/βC distributions for momenta above 1.8420

GeV/c was used to extract the ratio of K/π vs. momen-421

tum at 90◦ and 45◦, and to estimate the contamination422

from kaons in the pion spectrum within the 2.5σ cut. Be-423

low 1.9 GeV/c the contamination is negligible, but grows424

to typically ≈ 30% for π+ at 2.6 GeV/c and to 25% for425

π− at 2.7 GeV/c. Spectra of pions are presented from426

the 90◦ setting up to pT= 2.8 GeV/c and at 45◦ setting427

up to pT= 2.2 GeV/c.428

In the forward spectrometer the particle identification429

is made primarily with the RICH detector, and with H1430

and H2 time-of-flight walls at lower magnetic field set-431

tings. For all angle and field settings the pions are above432

the threshold in the RICH, and are identified requiring433

that the measured ring radius is within 3σ of the cal-434

culated radius on a track-by-track basis. The yields are435

corrected by the RICH efficiency, which decreases near436

the threshold due to fewer Cherenkov electrons emitted.437

The efficiency is estimated from data using the time-of-438

flight measured in H2 and from a detailled GEANT based439

detector simulation of the RICH as described in Ref. [17].440

Kaons are identified in the momentum range 10 < p < 20441

GeV/c using the same technique, with the additional re-442

quirement that the measured radius is more than 3σ away443

from the pion radius at a given momentum. The effi-444

ciency of the RICH detector has been studied with pions445

identified with a scintillator time-of-flight counter in an446
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overlapping momentum range and reaches an upper value447

of 97%. Protons and anti-protons are identified using the448

RICH in veto mode in the momentum range 10 < p < 18449

GeV/c: protons will not produce a signal in the RICH;450

most pions and kaons in this momentum range will emit451

Cherenkov light, but a small fraction typically ≈ 2.8%452

leaves no signal. This inefficiency may be due to interac-453

tions, or secondary scatterings after the H2 hodoscope.454

The contribution from these events mimicking as protons455

is subtracted on a statistical basis from the protons can-456

didates assuming they constitute 2.8% of the measured457

pions and kaons in the same setting. For protons this cor-458

rection is very small, but for anti-protons it results in a459

roughly 50% systematic uncertainty on the yields at the460

highest rapidities at 62.4 GeV, and considerable lessbe461

specific for the 200 GeV data. In the momentum range462

3 < p < 8 GeV/c i.e. for the 4◦-12◦ settings protons and463

kaons are identified using the time-of-flight in H2 and464

requiring that no signal is observed in the RICH. The465

purity of the proton sample can be estimated from data,466

and the kaon contribution per momentum bin is deter-467

mined from fitting the timing distribution with multiple468

Gaussians and subtracting the contamination in the final469

analysis. The quality of the PID separation of protons470

from kaons and pions is illustrated in Fig. 2.471

D. Data Sets472

The BRAHMSs spectrometers were run independently,473

data-taking is best characterized by the angular and mag-474

netic field settings of each spectrometer. The data taken475

for 200 GeV are summarized in table I and the data taken476

for 62.4 GeV are summarized in table II, These tables list477

the number of collected events at different spectrometer478

angles, and magnetic fields listed as the fraction of the479

maximum value. An effort was made to collect a similar480

number of events for both polarities of the magnets. In481

the FS positive particles are accepted for the A polar-482

ity, while B polarity accepts negatives. Since the second483

goal of the experiment at both 200 and 62.4 GeV was to484

measure transverse single spin asymmetries for identified485

charged hadrons at large values of xF in the forward re-486

gion the largest fraction of the beam time was devoted487

to the 3◦ and 2.3◦ settings for the FS.488

489

490

E. Cross Section determination491

The differential cross section for hadron production is492

calculated from the minimum bias data, or from the trig-493

gered data set where the minimum bias condition is re-494

quired, as495

Spectrometer Angle Field A Pol Trig B Pol Trig

MRS 90 0.16 1390 -

90 0.31 690 -

90 0.47 3510 970

90 1.00 2890 5760

60 0.31 260 320

45 0.31 700 -

45 0.47 6140 7830

40 0.31 490 170

34 0.31 1930 1250

34 1.00 5870 3140

FS 8 0.18 140 370

8 0.35 30 60

8 0.50 30 60

8 0.71 30 30

4 0.12 190 220

4 0.25 430 520

4 0.35 230 60

4 0.50 300 520

4 0.71 360 190

4 1.00 1080 1230

2.3 0.25 720 1660

2.3 0.50 680 550

2.3 1.00 15220 33030

TABLE I. Angles, field settings and number of triggers in
tousands (k) for data taken at

√
sNN= 200 GeV. The field

value is given as the fraction of the maximum for D1 and D5
in FS and MRS, respectively.

Spectrometer Angle Field A Pol Trig B Pol Trig

MRS 90 0.16 810 -

90 0.31 1310 310

90 0.47 - 90

45 0.31 2350 -

45 0.47 3490 -

FS 6 0.25 230 360

4 0.18 500 1100

4.0 0.50 - 110

3 0.50 640 2020

2.3 0.50 1400 1030

TABLE II. Angles, field settings and number of triggers for
data taken at

√
sNN= 62.4 GeV

E
d3σ

dp3
= L−1 1

2πpT

1

fh

1

Acεrec

Nh

∆pT∆y
(1)

where L is the integrated luminosity for a particular496

data set, Nh the number of counts in a given ∆pT ∆y497

wide bin at a pT-value; The fh is the fraction of the in-498

clusive hadron yield where the minimum bias condition is499

satisfied( same notation as in Ref. (Phenix pp). The ac-500
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ceptance correction is given by Ac and all the efficiencies501

associated with the hadron tracking and particle identi-502

fication are included in the εrec factor. For the triggered503

only data set, the factor fh is 1. We discuss in greater504

detail in the subsequent section how each of these factors505

are determined.506
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FIG. 3. (Color online). Ratio of charged hadron cross sec-
tion for event classes with and without a CC-vertex at 200
GeV, at mid rapidity (top) and identified pions near rapidity
3 (bottom).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Ratio of charged hadron cross sec-
tion for event classes with and without a CC-vertex at 62.4
GeV, at mid rapidity (top) and identified pions near rapidity
3 (bottom).

F. Luminosity Determination, Normalization and507

trigger bias508

The luminosity is deduced from the measured counts509

with the CC counters from minimum bias data using510

Ncc = LσCC . The minimum bias CC trigger requires a511

minimum of one hit in each side of the CC detector sys-512

tem. The accepted vertex range measured whith those513

detectors covers the full interaction region from −150 to514

+150cm. The σCC was evaluated using the method of515

Vernier scans [21]. Details for the scans performed at 62.4516

and 200 GeV are given in the following subsections. It is517

noted that the systematic uncertainties in the normaliza-518

tion between the 62.4 and 200 are mainly un-correlated519

since they are derived from two independent measure-520

ments.521

1. 62.4 GeV522

The σCC was evaluated from two separate Vernier523

scansand is found to have the value of 12± 1.4 mb. This524

correspond to about 40% of the NSD cross section of 27525

mb and ∼ 33% of the total inelastic cross section of 36526

mb.527

Therefore, there is a bias towards selecting events with528

a high multiplicity of particles when the global vertex is529

required for event selection. This in general is avoided by530

having spectrometer triggers that do not require the ver-531

tex information. A correction though is needed where532

the PID is done with time-of-flight both in the MRS533

and in the FS, since the start time is derived from the534

CC coincidence data. In contrast when identifying par-535

ticles based on the information in the RICH detector no536

such bias is introduced. This bias can also have a pT-537

dependence. This pT -dependence was evaluated for the538

forward spectrometer settings from the data using RICH539

information only comparing pT spectra with and with-540

out the requirement of a global vertex. In the MRS it541

was evaluated using h+ and h− and comparing spectra542

with and without the vertex requirement to be less than543

a 10% effect. It was also checked for π in the pT-range544

< 2.0GeV/c using the MRS trigger counter as the start545

detector. In the MRS the effect is quite small for pT< 3.0546

GeV/c, and in the FS for pT< 1 GeV/c which covers the547

majority of settings where time-of-flight is used. The ef-548

fect is demonstrated in Fig.4 where we plot the ratio of549

cross section requiring the CC vertex over yield of events550

with no such requirement i.e. the the hadron fraction fh551

needed for the cross section calculation. The top panel552

shows this for MRS at 90◦ for positive and negatively553

charged hadrons, and in the bottom panel for pions at554

forward rapidities. Note that here the reduction at large555

pT is clearly due to exhausting the available energy for556

particle production. It is assumed fh is constant for pT557

less than 0.8 GeV/c. Fortunately, the majority of data at558

higher pT comes from the RICH PID and the vertex in-559

formation is not required, but the inelastic cross sections560
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are determined directly.561

2. 200 GeV562

For the 200 GeV data analysis we required in the anal-563

ysis that the event had a CC vertex associated with it,564

both at mid-rapidity and forward rapidity. Therefore565

the experimentally measured cross section is the invari-566

ant yields for the NSD. The in-elastic cross section can567

be obtained using eq. 1 with the additional knowledge of568

the σCC and the factor fh. Unfortunately, we do not have569

a precise vernier scan measurement, but only a value of570

σCC ∼ 28±3.5 mb i.e. 15% uncertainty. The efficiency of571

the CC counter were also estimated by Monte Carlo sim-572

ulation using PYTHIA events as input. This resulted in573

an estimated cross section of ∼ 27.5±2 depending on the574

tunes selected consistent with the vernier scan measure-575

ment. Figure 3 shows the ratio fh for the 200 GeV data576

at y∼ 0 and high rapidity. At this energy we do not ob-577

serve any pT-dependence up to 3 GeV/c consistent with578

the observation by PHENIX for π0 production at mid-579

rapidity [22] where no pT-dependence was observed up to580

10 GeV/c. The yields obtained requiring the CC vertex581

can be equated with the NSD density distributions, and582

the density distributions for the total inelastic cross sec-583

tions can be obtained from the by a multiplicative factor584

of 0.82 at mid-rapidity and 0.87 at forward rapidity.585

G. Corrections586

The data are corrected for the geometrical acceptance587

of the spectrometers, multiple scattering, weak decay of588

pion and kaons, and absorption in the material along589

the path of the detected particles. It is assumed that590

the geometric acceptance and the correction due to the591

different physical processes that particles are subject to,592

can to first order be factorized. I has been confirmed593

by full Monte Carlo simulation with simulated input594

spectra having similar pT-shapes as the observed spec-595

tra that this procedure reproduces the input spectra to596

better than 2% overall. An exception is observed at mid-597

rapidity where deviation are seen for protons with mo-598

menta less than 0.7 GeV/c, kaons less than 0.5, and pions599

less than 0.4. An additional correction based on this cal-600

culated difference is applied for the low momentum mid-601

rapidity data. It is primarily caused by reduction of yield602

due to multiple scattering out of the MRS acceptance at603

low momenta. In the forward spectrometer no such addi-604

tional correction was found to be needed. The BRAHMS605606

spectrometers are small solid-angle devices so the largest607

correction to the recorded yield is from geometrical ac-608

ceptance of the spectrometers. It is evaluated by a purely609

geometric Monte Carlo procedure, that is equivalent to610

what is used for the more sophisticated analysis based on611

detailed and complete Geant simulations. Particles are612

thrown from different vertex positions along the beam613
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Efficiency of singles particles of pion,
kaons and protons in the MRS (top panel), and in the FS at
2◦ (lower panel).

line where interactions take place, sorted into vertex bins614

of 5 cm, and we record the probability that the particles615

traverse the spectrometers at any given field setting, and616

are hitting the fiducial volumes in questions i.e the TFW2617

wall, the RICH detector, or the H2 hodoscope. For each618

particle kind we keep a record of this probability as func-619

tion of y and pT. The vertex bin size is slightly larger620

than the resolution of the CC counters and deduced cross621

section were insensitive to using a smaller bin-size. The622

accuracy of this correction is better than 1.5%, so even623

though it is large in order 50-200, it is very well deter-624

mined.625

The correction due to the interaction and decays par-626

ticles experience in the spectrometers is evaluated as627

follows. For each kind of particle π, kaons, protons,628

and anti-protons the correction is determined as func-629

tion of momentum and spectrometer angle setting using630

the BRAG (BRAMS Geant) program that is based on631

the GEANT3 libraries [23], describing the BRAHMS de-632

tector system. The default physics modes and param-633

eters and cuts are used. The hadronic interaction are634

evaluated using the GEANT-FLUKA interface [24]. For635

p̄ at low momenta there is a significant difference com-636
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pared to the default GHESIA interface, while corrections637

for other particles are within 1% using the two different638

packages. We have compared to p̄-absorption data show-639

ing that GEANT-FLUKA provides a better description640

of this annihilation process at low momenta than the de-641

fault GHESIA hadronic description in GEANT3. Single642

particle are tracked by BRAG, the hits in the detectors643

are digitized and subjected to the same analysis pack-644

age as real data. The accuracy of these corrections is645

estimated to be ≈ 1% (absolute) on corrections typically646

85− 95%, on top of the trivial decay correction for pions647

and kaons. In Fig. 5 we show this correction as func-648

tion of momentum at 90◦ and 2◦. The dominant effect in649

FS is from hadronic interaction in the spectrometer path650

including the Be beam-pipe.651

H. Vertex Dependences652

As mentioned above the acceptance is vertex depen-653

dent. In addition there are effects due to the low statis-654

tics that must be taken into account when calculating655

the invariant cross sections σy,pT
are calculated from the656

number of counts in a y-pT bin, N(y, pT ) from Eq.1.657

Since the vertex distribution of p+p collisions is rather658

wide (σZ ≈ 60cm and the spectrometer acceptance de-659

pends on the vertex position, most strongly for the MRS,660

the specific sums are using the following equation:661

σy,pT
= L−1

∑
v

N(y, pt, v)/
∑
v

2πpT Ac(v)εrec (2)

This particular summing preserves the proper Poisson662

statistics in case of bins within acceptance, but with 0663

counts which is important at larger values of pT and low664

statistics (y, pT ) bins. A detailed description of this can665

be found in [25].666

Due to the small acceptance of the FS a fair number667

of y-pT bins lies on the edge of acceptance. We reject668

bins where the acceptance is less than 60% of the av-669

erage bins in the rapidity range for a given setting. In670

additions since the data are analyzed in small bins (typ-671

ically 50MeV/c*0.05(rapidity), and results are presented672

in larger bin, corrections due to the covered pT-range673

(from acceptance) compared to the average (for the bin)674

has to be taken into account. This is done by correcting675

the yield based on the value of the pcoveredT −paverageT and676

using the mean slope of the pT-spectrum for a particular677

rapidity bin. At the highest rapidity and the smallest678

field settings this correction can be up to 15%. Since the679

cross sections also change with rapidity a similar correc-680

tions in this variable could be performed, but in all cases681

it is estimated to be less than a few percent and has been682

ignored.683
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FIG. 6. (Color online). Invariant transverses pT-spectra for
π+ (left) and π− (right) at 62.4 GeV for rapidities as in-
dicated in the figure. Each rapidity bin is scaled down by a
factor of 10 from the previous. The first four spectra are from
MRS (red online).

1. Systematic uncertainties684

The spectrum data have been corrected for several ef-685

fect, some of which have been discussed in the previous686

sections. In the section we summarize the effects, typ-687

ical values and estimates of the systematic uncertainty688

associated with each.689

• Yield corrections from tracking, efficiencies in690

tracking detectors, matching efficiencies matches of691

spectrometer tracks to the beamline and/or vertex692

determined by the CC counters.693

• Geometric acceptance.694

• PID corrections. Intrinsic efficiency of the RICH695

or Time-of-flight detectors, efficiency of matching696

of tracks to hits.697

• Corrections for losses due to Nuclear interactions,698

multiple scattering, weak decays of π and kaons.699
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• Uncertainties in determinations of events normal-700

ization, including effect of Vernier scans.701

• Run Normalization and Vernier Scan.702

703

The systematic uncertainties on the pT spectra shown704

in this chapter arise from the cuts and corrections applied705

to the data.706

III. RESULTS707

A. Transverse Momentum Spectra708

The invariant spectra for pions produced in 62.4 GeV709

collisions are shown in Fig. 6, the corresponding distribu-710

tions for kaons are shown in Fig. 7, and the ones for pro-711

tons and anti-protons are shown in Fig. 8. The invariant712

cross sections are normalized to the total inelastic cross713

section of 36 mb. For clarity in each figure, the spec-714

tra extracted at different rapidity bins, are scaled down715

by a factor of 10 starting at mid-rapidity. The average716
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Invariant transverse pT spectra for pro-
tons and anti-protons for rapidities as indicated in the figure.
The spectra for each rapidity bin is scaled down by a factor
of 10 from the previous.

rapidity value in each bin is listed on the right of each717

spectrum.718

The invariant spectra extracted from 200 GeV p + p719

collisions are shown in Fig. 9 ( π+ and π−) , Fig. 10720

for kaons, and Fig. 11 for protons and anti-protons. The721

spectra are derived from data that requires the CC vertex722

and is thus a measurement of the NSD cross section, but723

they were normalized to the total INL yield using the724

corrections factors described earlier. Each spectrum is725

scaled down by a factor of 10 with increasing rapidity726

bin. The curves on the figures are the results of the727

fitting with a Levy (Tsallis) function as discussed later728

in section III B.729

Should the figures show cross sections rather the in-730

variant yields (NSD?), or should be just do that in the731

spectrum tables at our web pages. Since the web pages732

may not exists for long, there may be a good reason to733

include the data as data tables in an appendix? We could734

show the measured 1/sugmaCC d2ndyppt and give the735

norm factors to get to the figures736

The spectra presented here have not been corrected737

for feed-down from the weak decays of K0
s , Λ and higher738

mass hyperons. The STAR data for mid-rapidity pions739
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typical systematic From

value uncertainity

(%)

tracking efficiency (FS) 0.80 4 determined

from data

tracking efficiency (MRS) 0.90 4 determined

from data and simulations

PID-RICH 0.97 1 data and

simulations

Normalization 0.82 10 Vernier scan

Acceptance

Geant Corrections 0.6-0.85 2 simulations

Trigger Efficiencies 0.99 1 data

TABLE III. Add caption expand to cover all corrections. It also needs to be divided into overall syst, rapidity to rapidity,
point-to-point

have been corrected for the contribution from K0
s decays,740

this amounts to ∼ 12% below 1 GeV/c and ∼ 5% ar741

higher pT. The main reason for not performing such742

correction is that the Λ and Λ̄ yields and their depen-743

dence on pT is not know away from mid-rapidity at 200744

GeV where there are measurements by STAR [26] and745

PHENIX references. In general, the protons from weak746

decays are found at an average lower pT than the parent Λ747

(such shift in pTroughly scales by Mp/MΛ). Since most748

weak decays take place before reaching the first track-749

ing detector (either TPM1 or T1) and we apply a fairly750

wide vertex constraint, most if not all of the protons from751

the weak decays will be reconstructed and identified as752

protons. To quantify this further, we have performed753

detailed simulations of the Λ spectrum with a spectral754

exponential forms in mT and several inverse slope pa-755

rameter values. These simulated data are reconstructed756

in the complete BRAHMS analysis chain. The result-757

ing proton spectra are integrated to extract the rapidity758

density yields at different rapidities. From this exercise,759

we determined that BRAHMS spectrometers do measure760

90% of the decay protons in the MRS, and 80% in the FS.761

Furthermore, these results imply that, for model dN/dy762

comparisons, one can take a fraction of (0.90 or 0.80 de-763

pendent of rapidity) of the 64% of a given lambda yield764

to compare with data. To compare the pT dependence765

of spectra one can add the model proton spectra with a766

derived decay proton spectrum from lambdas where the767

pT scale is scaled by the mass ratio. The analog applies768

to anti-lambda and anti-proton spectra and yields. This769

procedure has been applied to the PYTHIA comparisons770

discussed later in this paper.771

Thus the integral of the yields closely matches the sum772

of direct proton spectra and those of decay protons from773

hyperons. It was also studied in details for Au+Au re-774

actions at 200 GeV [19, 27]. In those reactions the K/π775

and Λ/p ratios are higher, 0.2 and 0.9 respectively, than776

expected for the p+ p reactions presented here. The ex-777

pected ratio Λ/p is≈ 0.4 at 62.4 GeV and the Λ̄/p̄ 0.4[28].778

We have estimated the contribution to the pion spectra779

from weak decays to be less than 2% and no correction780

was applied.781

1. Particle Ratios782

The ratios of like particle spectra measured in 200 GeV783

p+ p collisions, at selected rapidities, are shown in the 4784

left columns of Fig. 12. The ratios have been extracted785

by taking the ratios of spectra extracted in one field po-786

larity vs the negative yields from an opposite polarity;787

this reduces the systematic errors. The pion ratios have788

constant values near 1 at mid-rapidity and show a strong789

pt dependence at the highest rapidity. The kaon ratios790

appear constant near mid-rapidity and decrease with ra-791

pidity. A strong pt dependence is seen at high rapidity.792

In similar fashion, the ratio for protons shows a more793

or less constant behavior with values near 0.8 at mid-794

rapidity which then decrease strongly with rapidity.795

The like particle ratios for the 62.4 GeV data are shown796

in the 2 right-most columns of Fig. 12. As was the case797

for the 200 GeV data, the pion ratios have values close to798

1 at mid-rapidity. and decrease fast at forward rapidities.799

The kaons show a similar behavior. Within the statistics800

of our measurements we do not observe a pT dependence801

of the ratios up to pT=2 GeV/c. The pT averaged value802

are π−/π− = 0.97± 0.015 (stat) ±0.03(syst), K−/K− =803

0.74± 0.024 (stat) ±0.04(syst), and p/p̄ = 0.50± 0.03804

(stat) ±0.04(syst). At y ∼ 3, the small p̄ yield produces805

a very small value of p̄/p.806

Figure 13 shows the ratios of p/π+ and p̄/π− for the807

data at 62.4 and 200 GeV for different rapidity bins. The808

behavior of the 200 GeV ratios as function of pT does not809

change much for small shifts in rapidity, but shows strong810

variations when going from y 0 to y 3 specially for the811

negative ratio. The right panels of Fig. 13 shows the812

ratios extracted from the 62.4 GeV events. The increase813

in value for these ratios as function of rapidity is much814
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FIG. 9. (Color online) 200 GeV invariant transverse
pTspectra for π+ and π− for rapidities as indicated in the
figure. The spectra for each rapidity bin is scaled down by a
factor of 10 from the previous.The curve are result from fits
to the spectra with the Levy function as described in the text.

stronger than the one found at 200 GeV. This rapidity815

and energy variation of these ratios has been discussed in816

detail in a longer paper which includes Au+Au data [29].817

Figure 14 shows the K+/π+ ratios (top panels) and818

the K−/π− ratios (bottom panels) for the 200 (left pan-819

els) and 62.4 collisions (right panels) at several values820

of rapidity indicated in the legends. A slight decrease821

on the value of the K+/π+ ratios with increasing rapid-822

ity is seen at both energies. A much stronger decrease823

with rapidity has been measured in the K−/π− ratios.824

That variation is much stronger at the lower energy (62.4825

GeV).826
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pT spectra for K+ and K− for rapidities as indicated in
the figure. The spectra for each rapidity bin is scaled down
by a factor of 10 from the previous.The curve are result from
fits to the spectra with the Levy function as described in the
text.

2. Comparison to ISR data827

Proton+proton collisions were studied extensively in828

collider mode at the CERN ISR at energies ranging from829 √
s= 29 to 62.4 GeV. Of particular relevance for this830

work are the results from several experiments at 62.4831

GeV. The BRAHMS dataset has in general much better832

statistics than the older ones. It is though still impor-833

tant to check consistency between the datasets. For the834

mid-rapidity data we compare our pion measurements835

with those of Alper [30] and Guettler [31] in the upper836

panel of Fig. 15. The data of Guettler extend to lower837838

pT than the present data, and it shows a turnover of the839

cross section, which is consistent with a thermal descrip-840

tion of the spectrum (exponential in mT or Boltzmann841

distribution). This demonstrates that the assumption of842

a power-law spectrum often used by the heavy ion com-843

munity is not justified, and that a description using the844

Levy function as discussed in the next section takes this845

low-pT feature into account. The data of Alper et al.846
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figure. The spectra for each rapidity bin is scaled down by a
factor of 10 from the previous.The curve are result from fits
to the spectra with the Levy function as described in the text.

are in good agreement with ours, while those of Banner847

are somewhat higher by about 20-30% for the pT-range848

of 0.5-1.5 GeV/c.849

In the lower panel of Fig.15 we compare our proton and850

anti-proton data with those of several ISR experiments851

[32–34]. The agreement for protons is quite good. For852

the p̄-data the older data in general are clearly above the853

present data. These data do also give rise to ratios of854

p̄/p above 1, which is clearly not reasonable, and do not855

consider the disagreement an issue.856

Fewer data exists at forward rapidity at 62.4 GeV.857

Cross section of π− were measured vs. xF by Albrow [36]858

at energies up to 52.4 GeV at a fixed angle relative to859

beam rapidity. Our data has a small region of overlap860

i.e. rapidity 3.4 and xF ∼ 0.3 where the data agrees well861

with this systematic within ∼ 10%. We have also com-862

pared our data at mid-rapidity with recently published863

PHENIX data on 64.2 and 200 GeV p+ p collisions[35].864

We find that the agreement at 62.4 GeV is overall very865

good within the statistical errors quoted by each experi-866

ment.867

3. Comparison to other 200 GeV p+ p RHIC data868

As mentioned before both STAR and PHENIX have869

published data at 200 GeV one more for PHENIX[35, 37]870

at mid-rapidity. The STAR data are normalized to the871

Non Single Diffractive) NSD cross section. We have the872

data in the pT-range of 0.2 to 2.0 GeV/c and the overall873

agreement is within 10-15%. Taking into account that874

the STAR pion data are corrected for weak decays our875

pion distributions may be about 10% higher than STAR876

in the low pT-region. The PHENIX data are normal-877

ized in a similar fashion as our data to the Inelastic INL878

cross section of 42 mb. Comparing the pion and kaon879

spectra we find that our data are about 25% higher than880

PHENIX, but with a similar pT-dependence. Since the881

systematic error on the respective Vernier scanned cross882

section are 8% for PHENIX and 15% for us, these results883

are not quite compatible. As an additional cross check884

on this we compared the measured dN/dη from UA5[38]885

and PHOBOS[39] with the dN/dy for pions as measured886

by PHENIX and BRAHMS. By studying the results of887

PYTHIAcalculation using several different tunes we ob-888

serve that the ratio dN/dy(π+)/dNdη is ≈ 0.5. The INL889

dN/dη at y=0 is 2.2 thus the predicted pion multiplic-890

ity should be 1.1. We measure 1.25 and PHENIX 0.82-891

0.92 depending on the extrapolation, so it is tempting892

to conclude that there is a systematic difference between893

BRAHMS and PHENIX, most likely the two results be-894

ing respectively too high and too low compared to other895

measurements. Including the STAR results in this com-896

parison supports this notion. As said earlier we tabulate897

our results for 200 GeV normalized to the NSD to exclude898

the systematic error on the σCC in our measurements.899

B. Rapidity Distributions900

Since the pT-spectra do not cover the entire pT range901

we have to extrapolate the spectrum towards lower and902

higher pT (less important) to extract the rapidity densi-903

ties. Different functional forms has been proposed and904

used over time. Fairly recently the Levy functional form905

[40–42] has been used for relativistic heavy ion reactions906

since it combines the feature of a power-law behavior at907

high-pT with that of a exponential in mT at low pT. In908

particular for pions do the extrapolation play an impor-909

tant role due to the low average pT of about 300-400910

MeV/c and our coverage that only for selected rapidities911

extends down to 200 MeV/c. The functional form of the912

invariant distribution is913

1

2πpT

d2N

dydpT
=

1

2π

dN

dy

(n− 1)(n− 2)

nT (nT +m0(n− 2))

×
(

1 +
(mT −m0)

nT

)−n
(3)

which we use to analyze the 200 GeV data. To minimize914

the effect of different pT coverage versus rapidity we915

performed a global fit to extract yields. The parameters916
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in the Levy function ( n, T ) are assumed to be slowly917

varying functions of rapidity, ie T = T0 + a1y+ a2y
2 and918

n = n0 + b1y + b2y
2. we use the form with mT -m as919

the independent variables. The Tlassis functional form920

actually uses mT , the functional form is identical if the921

T is replaced by T.(1 +m0/nT ).922

Such a fit reduces the systematic variation otherwise923

present in the parameters due to varying pT coverage924

at different rapidities and to systematics from combin-925

ing settings, but at the expense of a higher χ2 for each926

setting. In the fitting procedure we add in quadrature a927

7% error representing the point to point systematic error928

estimate. For the 200 GeV data we present the results of929

such fits compared to the data in the spectral figures.930

At 62.4 GeV we do not make a global fit including all931

rapidity bins at once, since at the most forward angle the932

spectral shape is very much influenced by the kinematic933

limit. Rather the data set is divided into two groups934

around mid-rapidity and the forward settings where com-935

bined fits are then done. The 62.4 GeV data have much936

fewer data points, and less coverage in y-pT so extraction937

of dN/dy is restricted to much fewer points. The exper-938

imental data taking was optimized to get good coverage939

for protons, thus having limited coverage in particular940

for kaons.941

The extracted rapidity densities dN/dy are shown in942

Fig. 16 for 200 GeV in the left panels, for pions, kaons and943

protons. Positive particles are represented by the closed944

symbols and anti-particle are shown together represented945

by the open symbols. We see in general a flat distribution946

to y ∼ 1 and then a decrease at the higher rapidities for947

all particles except protons which show an increase above948

y ∼ 2 for both energies.949

The right panels of Fig. 16 show the 62.4 GeV rapidity950

densities. The 62.4 GeV data are in general lower than951

the 200 GeV data. The pions show the same sort of952

behavior as the 200 GeV data, namely a flat distribution953

to y ∼ 1 and then a decrease. The protons, in contrast,954

show a much stronger increase at the forward rapidities955

than the 200 GeV data. That is a consequence of the956

proximity to the beam rapidity. The anti-protons show957

a much stronger decrease.958

Using the parameters extracted from the fits, we can959

derive the average transverse momentum, 〈pT 〉 for each960

of the particle species. This is shown in Fig. 17. In the961

left panel where we show the data for
√
s = 200 GeV, the962

dashed lines represent the 〈pT 〉 derived from the param-963

eters when the global fits were performed. The symbols964
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show the values of 〈pT 〉 extracted when individual fits965

are performed on rapidity bins that have coverage below966

〈pT 〉. We note that these two quantities agree in gen-967

eral.NOTE the figure = fits must be updated to to show968

this- it is worthwhile to do IMHO969

The magnitude of 〈pT 〉 for the 62.4 and 200 GeV data970

are similar for all particle species shown.971
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1. Longitudinal Scaling972

It was conjectured by Beneke et. al [43] that particle973

production near beam rapidity should be independent of974

beam energy when cross sections are measured relative to975

the beam rapidity i.e. vs. the variable y−ybeam. In most976

work the dependence of the rapidity densities dN/dy or977

pseudo-rapidity dN/dη has been explored. The original978

expectation is this this should also hold for differential979

cross sections i.e. d2N
dptdy

(y − ybeam, pt).980

This was for instance demonstrated in the survey of981

ISR data for the energy range 26-52 GeV in the paper982
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by Capiletti. This longitudinal scaling has also been ob-983

served in cosmic ray data and in AA collisions (see (Ot-984

terlund) and (Busza) end references therein. Here we985

explore such scaling in our p + p data at 62.4 and 200986

GeV.987

In Fig. 18 we show the same distributions as shown in988

Fig. 16, but consolidated and plotted vs the difference in989

beam
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FIG. 18. (Color online) π+, π−, K+, K−, p and p̄ for 62.4,
200 GeV. The data are plotted to illustrate the longitudinal
scaling

rapidity from the beam rapidity, y−ybeam. The top panel990

shows the π+ and π− dN/dy and the bottom shows the991

same for p, p̄. We show our data from 62.4 and 200 GeV992

as well as pion and proton data from NA49 [44, 45] with993 √
s = 17.2 GeV. We note that in the region of overlap of994

all energies that the data are consistent for rapidities near995

the beam rapidity of the respective system. This would996

suggest that particle production near the beam rapidity997

is governed by the distance from the beam rapidity re-998

gardless of the energy. This appears to be consistent for999

17.2 <
√
s < 200 GeV.1000

Figure 19 shows the net proton distributions plotted vs1001

y − ybeam. These are derived from the difference of the1002

proton and anti-proton distributions in Fig.16. There1003

is an overlap in the net-proton dN/dy for all data where1004

there is an overlap in rapidity. This will be discussed fur-1005

ther in the next section where this information is trans-1006

formed into information on net-baryon distributions.1007

2. Stopping1008

Stopping in heavy ion collisions has been of significant1009

interest for a long time since its of key importance for1010

the initial energy transfe [46–48] We have extended the1011

study of stopping to the p + p system at 200 and 62.41012

GeV with the present data.1013

In order to study stopping, it is necessary to obtain1014
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the net baryon dN/dy distributions. Unfortunately, we1015

only measure protons, so the closest direct measurement1016

that we can make is net-proton dN/dyṪhe net proton1017

dN/dy has already been shown in a longitudinal scaling1018

context in section VI.D. In order to obtain the net-baryon1019

dN/dy from what we measure, the net-proton dN/dy , it1020

is necessary to correct according to:1021

dNB−B̄
dy

=
dNp−p̄,meas

dy

np + nn + nΛ

np + c1nΛ
(4)

where
dNp−p̄,meas

dy is the number of measured net protons,1022

np is the number of true net protons, nn is the number1023

of net neutrons and nΛ is the number of net Λ. c1 is the1024

number of protons from weak decays for each Λ, found1025

to be 0.53± 0.05 using monte-carlo simulations [47].1026

The correction factor in Eq. 4 can be rewritten as1027

1 + nn

np
+ nΛ

np

1 + c1
nΛ

np

(5)

indicating that the important parameters are the net neu-1028

tron to net proton ratio, nn/np, and the net lambda to1029

net proton ratio, nΛ/np. We used PYTHIAto estimate1030

nn/np and nΛ/np as a function of rapidity for
√
s =1031

17, 62.4 and 200 GeV. To constrain PYTHIA, we com-1032

bined the Lambda dN/dy at measured by STAR [26] at1033 √
s = 200 GeV at mid-rapidity combined with our pro-1034

ton measurement at mid-rapidity to obtain a value of1035

nΛ/np = 0.2575± 0.106. The results agree within errors.1036

We therefore made fits to the PYTHIA predictions of1037

nn/np and nΛ/np as a function of rapidity for each energy1038

and used that to generate a correction factor function for1039

each energy. The corrections that we make therefore as-1040

sume that PYTHIA predicts both the rapidity and en-1041

ergy dependence of nn/np and nΛ/np and the only point1042
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The net-baryon dN/dy distribution derived from the 17 GeV
p, p̄ [45] is shown in the top panel. The open squares show
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the respective energies.

tied to experimental data is nΛ/np at mid-rapidity at1043 √
s= 200 GeV.10441045

Using these factors in Eq. 5 and calculating
dNB−B̄

dy , we1046

obtain the net-baryon rapidity distribution for our data1047

at both RHIC energies shown as solid circles in Fig.20.1048

We also show the net-baryon rapidity distribution that1049

we derive from the NA49 data [45] in the top panel of1050

Fig. 20.1051

We note that there is a plateau of very small B− B̄ at1052

mid rapidity for the 200 and 62.4 GeV data that increases1053

as the beam rapidity is approached. It is also to be noted1054

that the data at 62.4 GeV rises significantly higher than1055

at 200 GeV, a result of the proximity to the beam ra-1056

pidity of the lower energy. The 17 GeV data [45] are1057

comprised of a complete measurement from mid-rapidity1058

to the beam rapidity.1059

Stopping is quantified by using the average rapidity1060

loss, 〈δy〉= yp− 〈y〉, where 〈y〉 is calculated using1061

〈y〉 = 2

∫ yp

0

y
dNB−B̄
dy

dy (6)

In references [47] and [48], the net-baryon distributions1062

were fit to a number of functions that were constrained by1063

baryon conservation. To obtain stopping, the functions1064

with the extracted fit parameters were used in equation 6.1065
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It was shown that the results were relatively insensitive1066

to the functional form once the constraints were imposed.1067

In this work we exploit the complete distribution that has1068

been measured at 17 GeV [45]. In that paper, proton1069

dN/dxF was quoted as well as dN/dy. We have trans-1070

formed the proton dN/dxF to dN/dy at 17 GeV. These1071

data are shown as open squares in the top panel of Fig.201072

and, indeed, overlap the quoted dN/dy after applying1073

the correction factors. We then transformed the 17 GeV1074

dN/dxF to dN/dy at the RHIC energies and the results1075

are shown as open squares in the 62.4 and 200 GeV pan-1076

els. We note that the net-baryon dN/dy transformed1077

from the 17 GeV data overlaps well with the measured1078

rapidity range for 62 and 200 GeV. This shows that the1079

data are consistent with the notion that 〈y〉 does not1080

change much over the energy range from 17 GeV to 2001081

GeV. Include ref to recent Wolchin paper?1082

C. Average Multiplicities vs. energy1083

In Ref. [49] a summary is given of average identified1084

particle multiplicities integrated over all phase space, up1085

to and including ISR energy data. The present data al-1086

lows us to add information for 4π yields pions,kaons and1087

p̄ at
√
s = 200 and 62.4 GeV. The present data pro-1088

vides measurements of dn/dy up to about rapidity 3.5-1089

4 for charged hadrons. We estimate the 4π yields by1090

two means. Firstby fitting the rapidity distributions to a1091

Gaussian distribution and extracting the yield from the1092

functional integrals. The measurements typically covers1093

80% of the yield assuming symmetry around y = 0. The1094

systematic errors are estimated taking into account the1095

errors from the normalization of mid-rapidity and for-1096

ward rapidity data respectively. The data are presented1097

in Tab.III C.1098

specie 62.4 GeV 200 GeV

Gaus Integral Gaus integral

π+ 4.76±0.16 4.86 9.5±0.2 9.1±0.2

π− 4.19±0.19 4.00 9.0±0.2 8.7±0.2

K+ 0.37±0.02 0.36 0.94± 0.05 0.87±0.05

K− 0.25±0.02 0.26 0.79±0.04 0.80±0.05

p̄ 0.15±0.01 0.15 0.43±0.01 0.44± 0.02

TABLE IV. 4π multiplicities for 62.4 and 200 GeV extracted
from the present data. errors need evaluation and systematic
estimate too.

1099

In Fig.21 we show the integral yields from the ISR1100

data together with the present 62.4 and 200 GeV data,1101

and those from SPS energies (NA27 [50] and NA49 [44]).1102

The curves in the figure show fits to the data combining1103

the previous low energy data with the present data at1104

species a b c

π+ -3.98 2.18 3.64

π− -5.00 2.22 4.76

K+ -1.03 0.36 1.10

K− -0.73 0.26 0.71

p̄ -0.76 0.20 1.00

TABLE V. Parameters extracted in the fits to 4π multiplici-
ties vs energy

62.4 and 200 GeV. The fit function is given by1105

〈N〉 = a+ b ln s+ c
√
s (7)

The quality of the fits shows that the present data con-1106

tinues the systematics established with the lower energy1107

data. We also extrapolate the fits to
√
s = 5.2 TeV to1108

provide a prediction of the multiplicities to be expected1109

at the LHC if the present systematics continue. The pa-1110

rameters extracted in the fits are shown in Table III C.1111

my latex gives the wrong table ref i.e pointing to the1112

section not the table number!. Evaluate error due to ex-1113

trapolations. Treat protons as 2*pbar+1.6 to account for1114

un-measured beam protons in both directions1115

1116
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FIG. 21. (Color online) Full phase space average charged
particle multiplicity for identified hadrons as function of

√
s.

Lower energy data are from Refs. [44, 49, 50].

We note that the total charged particle multiplicities1117

extracted from our 200 GeV data i.e. the sum of pions,1118

kaons, and protons is ∼ 21.7 ± 0.6(stat) ± 2.0(syst) in1119

good agreement with the PHOBOS dN/dη measurements1120

[39] of 20.2 ± 1.8. The 62.4 GeV 4π-integrals from the1121
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present data of identified particles seems lower the overall1122

systematics from ISR. On the other hand in the table we1123

calculate the total charged particle multiplicities over 4π1124

by adding the pions, kaons p-bar and assuming that the1125

total proton multiplicity is equal to the produced prtons1126

set equal to the anti-protons, and the beam fragmenta-1127

tions i.e. 1.4 per collisions. That multiplicity is 11.7±0.61128

in good agreement with the value of 12.26± 0.21 for the1129

Inelastic cross section of Ref. [51]. We do though want to1130

point out that the integral 4π values from ISR for iden-1131

tified particles have been derived from measurements at1132

pT=0.4 GeV/c assuming a rapidity independent spectra1133

shape of e−BpT , which based on our measurements is not1134

warranted up to the beam rapidity y ∼ 4.2.1135

specie 62.4 GeV 200 GeV

RMS RMS

π+ 1.93±0.2 2.40±0.1

π− 1.78±0.2 2.34±0.2

K+ 1.67± 0.05 2.33±0.2

K− 1.49±0.04 2.20±0.2

p̄ 1.20±0.01 1.90± 0.2

TABLE VI. Extracted RMS for 62.4 and 200 GeV rapidity
distributions errors need evaluation and systematic estimate
too.

1136

IV. COMPARISON TO THEORY1137

A. Comparison to pQCD1138

As mentioned in the introduction it has been demon-1139

strated that Next to Leading order (NLO) describe pion1140

and kaon transverse spectra at pThigher than ∼ 2 GeV/c1141

both at mid-rapidity and at forward rapidities up to1142

y ∼ 4 at 200 GeV. It is also known that at lower en-1143

ergies ∼ 19 GeV NLO pQCD even fails at mid-rapidity,1144

whereas PHENIX [52] has shown that the π0 transverse1145

spectrum at 62.4 GeV is well described at mid-rapidity.1146

With the available data at 62.4 GeV we will explore the1147

current status of pQCD calculations, and offer the view-1148

point that the present forward rapidity data are useful in1149

further constraining the fragmentation functions.1150

In a previous publication [7] we compared π, K and p1151

data at 200 GeV with pQD calculations at y=2.95 and1152

3.3. These calculations were performed with the mKPP1153

fragmentation functions (FF). These were not truly flavor1154

separated, but applied a simple ansatz for the favored to1155

non- favored quarks ratios. Since then a new global fit1156

has been performed by Florian, Sasso and Stratman [53]1157

that incorporates e+ − e−, HERA as well as p + p data1158

from RHIC in the determination of flavor separated FFs.1159

Here we will compare our data at both energies with1160

calculations that utilizes these newer FFs. In Fig. 22 we1161

compare pT-spectra with the NLO pQCD calculations for1162

identified hadrons at 3 selected rapidities for 200 GeV.11631164

In the leftmost panels, we show the π+ and π− , in1165

the middle the K+ and K−, and in the rightmost panel1166

the p and p̄. Three selected rapidities go from high in1167

the top row to mid-rapidity in the lowest row. This lay-1168

out is used in several subsequent figures for the 62.4 GeV1169

pQCD comparison, and in the next section for the com-1170

parisons to PYTHIA. In short the calculations are eval-1171

uated at equal factorization and renormalization scale1172

µ = µF = µR = pT using the CTEQ6M Parton Dis-1173

tribution Functions (PDFs) and the DSS fragmentation1174

functions. Why does the agreement look worse than our1175

old p+p paper, and the DSS fragmentation determination1176

paper. Should be explored by using a linear comparison,1177

or possibly a chi**2 comparison.We have compared this1178

newest analysis with the RD paper and it is quit good -1179

redo this The agreement for π± and K± is good at all ra-1180

pidities. This is not surprising since the previously men-1181

tioned BRAHMS data at high rapidities were included in1182

the determination of the DSS FFs. The selected rapidi-1183

ties shown here are slightly different than those in ref [7].1184

As observed before the proton and anti-proton spectra1185

are reasonable described both in magnitude and slope,1186

whereas at the high rapidity the pQCD do not describe1187

that the anti-proton are much suppressed compared to1188

the protons. This is most likely due to the dominance to1189

sea-quarks in the near fragmentation region.1190

At lower energies it is known that higher order con-1191

tributions are important, and in particular at the higher1192

rapidities. We have had performed both NLO and Next1193

to Leading Log (NLL) calculations for the 62.4 GeV data.1194

Before we show full comparison we will discuss some fea-1195

tures of the NLO and NNL calculations. In Fig.23 we1196

show π+pT spectrum at y=3.3 together with the NLO1197

and NLL calculations. As expected the NLL is some-1198

what higher that the NLO. In the lower panel we show1199

the scale dependence for the NLL calculation by compar-1200

ing the µ = 1 and the µ = 2.0. It is not shown, but the1201

scale dependence for the LO is about 30% larger. Overall1202

the NLL calculations gives a reasonable albeit not perfect1203

description for the π+ cross sections.1204

In Fig. 24 we show similar to the 200 GeV the over-1205

all comparisons. Again at mid-rapidity the agreement is1206

quit good. A forward the rapidities the π+ and K+ spec-1207

tra are in good agreement, including the description of1208

the increased steepness of the spectra going from y=2.71209

to 3.3 for π+ and from 3.1 to 3.3 for K+. There may be1210

a trend towards underestimating the data at the highest1211

pTvalues. On the other hand both the π−and K− are1212

wastly overpredicted. These are of course the un-favored1213

flavor, and also the FF at these large z values are not1214

well constrained by the data included int the DSS global1215

fits. Inclusion of these data may provide value new infor-1216

mation to the overall picture of FF. In addition conclude1217

the in the pT-range of 1-1.5 GeV/c the calculation repro-1218

duces the data for π− and π+ within 20% thus making1219

the use of perturbative description in the transverse spin1220
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FIG. 22. (Color online) Invariant transverse spectra for π+, K+, K−, p and p̄ at y=0 and at two high rapidities as indicated
in the figure compared to NLL pQCD calculations. For kaons and protons the positive particle is indicated by the square (red)
points and by the open circle (Blue) for the negatives. The data are from 200 GeV p+ p.

asymmetries justified as described in ref [11].1221

This fairly good agreement between data and NLL cal-1222

culations may at first glance this is in disagreement with1223

the conclusions of Ref. [54] which indicates that pQCD1224

fails badly at the ISR energies at high xF . For the 3◦ data1225

compared in that paper the calculation under-predicts1226

the data by up to an order of magnitude, but this is at1227

larger xF than we have data for here.1228

We have investigated the data of Owens [55] as given1229

in the Durham HEP data repository further. The data1230

are given for 4 angle settings in the forward region with1231

mean angles of Θ = 3, 5, 7.5 and 10 degrees. We observe1232

that the pT distribution in each setting has the same de-1233

pendence for each setting, but stops at the kinematic1234

limit. This kind of behavior is not expected since meson1235

production is usual suppressed near the kinematic limit.1236

This is e.g. seen in the data of Ref. [36] that for a fixed1237

angle at 53 GeV show that the cross section start falling1238

rapidly within 20% of the kinematic limit. We therefore1239

are cautious to put to much weight on the data of [55].1240

We speculate that it is possible that the data have prob-1241

lems e.g. because the π0 spectra are deduced from the1242

inclusive photons spectrum, that the angular resolution1243

of the detector is so large that the rapidly changing cross1244

section with angle is not taken properly into account.1245

B. Comparison to Pythia1246

In addition to describing transverse spectra with1247

pQCD calculations models like Pythia [14] are often1248

used to describe p+ p collisions. Pythia is aimed at de-1249

scribing high-momentum transfer parton processes, but1250

includes a description of soft processes both for the pur-1251

pose of minimum bias cross section, and as the underlying1252

event (UE) for the hard processes. Recently the develop-1253

ment of PYTHIA6 has ceased, and new tunes develop-1254

ment are solely done in the framework of PYTHIA8.We1255

therefore have decided to compare the present data to1256

such calculation exclusively but note that default tunes1257

of PYTHIA6 does an adaquate job of describing our1258

data.1259

The parameters for soft processes have in many cases1260

been determined by tuning to underlying events until re-1261

cently using LEP and Tevatron data, but many of the1262

new LHC results are most relevant for confirming or mod-1263

ifying tunes. So far a number of RHIC data at mid-1264

rapidity and high pT have been included in the tuning1265

process.1266

Here we compare selected minimum-bias (Inelastic) re-1267

sults of the present data with Pythia (version 8.175)1268

calculations, and present some observations on a subset1269

of the available tunes. In particular we will focus on1270
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FIG. 23. (Color online) Invariant transverse spectra for
π− and π+ at 2.7 and 3.3 compared with NLL pQCD calcu-
lations as described in the text. Replace with figs comparing
pQCD and NLL scale diff for say π+ only in two panels.

the broad soft processes observables, pT-spectra vs ra-1271

pidity and dN/dy for identified charged hadrons. The1272

comparison to the net-proton distributions is particular1273

interesting.1274

Since the transverse momenta spectra and rapidity1275

density distributions data are normalized to the total in-1276

elastic cross section we include the Single and Double1277

Diffractive (SD/DD) processes in addition to the Non1278

Single Diffractive (NSD) processes in the calculations,1279

but not the elastic processes. In Fig.25 we show a se-1280

lection of transverse momenta spectra, at mid-rapidity1281

and at two forward rapidities for 200 GeV , the same1282

selections used for the comparisons with the pQCD cal-1283

culations previously. The results is shown for the default1284

(tune 4C for PYTHIA8) . This tune describes Teva-1285

tron, mid-rapidity RHIC high-pT data quite well, as well1286

as recent data from LHC. Add reference to LHC data1287

and tune discussion - ATLAS1288

The solid and dashed curves show the predictions of1289

PYTHIA . We note a qualitative agreement for all par-1290

ticles at both energies. There is, however, rough quanti-1291

tative agreement only for pions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV.1292

The most glaring discrepancy in both the default1293

tunes, but also for other is for the production of pro-1294

ton and antiprotons, not giving the proper distributions1295

of net-protons. It seems that the production of soft net-1296

protons (baryons) do not follow the systematics of data1297

available now at 62.4 and 200 GeV. It may well point to1298

a different mixture between soft and hard processes.1299

Refer back to net-p.. The solid curves in figure 20 show1300

the B− b̄ prediction of PYTHIA for the two RHIC ener-1301

gies as well as the NA49 measurement. The model is in1302

qualitative agreement with the data showing the low net1303

baryon yield at mid rapidity and the bulk of the yield1304

at the higher rapidities for the RHIC data. PYTHIA1305

, however, predicts a faster increase with rapidity than1306

the data shows. The PYTHIAcalculation at 17 GeV ex-1307

hibits a trend somewhat different than the data starting1308

higher at mid-rapidity and peaking at much lower rapid-1309

ity.1310

I think we should add dn/dy say for positives, and show1311

two or 3 different PYTHIA tunes compared to data - in-1312

cluding the norm error on the dndy ( 15-18% on 200 GeV1313

15 %on 62.4 GeV. we should also reference the HERA1314

analysis of forward protons and neutrons that also point1315

to similar (non flat dn/dx) for proton production- not1316

published from HERA/LHC workshop contribution1317

We compare the calculated dN/dy vs. the experimen-1318

tal data presented in fig.27 for 200 GeV and in Fig.?? for1319

the 62.4 GeV data.1320

To quantify the comparison of the rapidity distribution1321

we compare in Table.IV B the extracted RMS from the1322

62.4 and 200 GeV data1323

specie 62.4 GeV 200 GeV

RMS Pythia RMS Pythia

π+ 1.93 ±0.2 2.01 2.40±0.1

π− 1.78±0.2 1.83 2.34±0.2

K+ 1.67± 0.05 1.68 2.33±0.2

K− 1.49±0.04 1.53 2.20±0.2

p̄ 1.19±0.01 1.38 1.90± 0.2

TABLE VII. Extracted RMS for 62.4 and 200 GeV rapidity
distributions compared to RMS from PYTHIAcalculation er-
rors need evaluation and systematic estimate too.

1324

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS1325

The BRAHMS experiment at RHIC has performed1326

measurements of hadrons in p+p collisions at
√
s = 62.41327

and 200 GeV over the widest, most complete range of ra-1328

pidity to date and in the low pT-region. From measure-1329

ments of transverse momentum spectra we have yielded1330

rapidity densities. From these we have extracted 4π mul-1331

tiplicities as well as demonstrated longitudinal scaling1332

over
√
s ranging from 17 to 200 GeV. The longitudinal1333

scaling shows itself in net proton dN/dy distributions as1334

well as net baryon dN/dy distributions. Using transfor-1335

mations of dN/dxf from 17 GeV to 62.4 and 200 GeV1336

to dN/dy we have shown that dN/dxf is constant over1337
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FIG. 24. (Color online) Invariant transverse spectra for π+, K+, K−, p and p̄ at y=0 and at two high rapidities as indicated
in the figure compared to NLL pQCD calculations. For kaons and protons the positive particle is indicated by the square (red)
points and by the open circle (Blue) for the negatives. The data are from 62.4 GeV p+ p.

that range and that the average rapidity loss from
√
s =1338

17 to
√
s∼ 200 GeV remains constant near 0.8.1339

Comparisons of the data with various models is pre-1340

sented. Comparisons to PYTHIA show broad agreement1341

with the data at
√
s = 200 GeV, but not so well at 62.41342

GeV failing to reproduce the energy dependence. The1343

RMS of the rapidity distributions agrees between model1344

and data for pions, kaons and anti-protons. The pion1345

and kaon distribution are reasonable well described, while1346

severe discrepancy with net-proton distributions exists.1347

Comparisons NLO pQCD calculations to the data at se-1348

lected rapidities shows that π+ and π− are well described1349

while the differences in production between K+ and K−1350

in the data are not reproduced by the calculation.1351

Should we have a comment why NLO may be appropri-1352

ate even though the soft processes from pythia described1353

data well up to several GeV/c1354

Ratios of p/π+, p̄/π−, K+/π+ and K−/π− as a func-1355

tion of pt show an evolution with rapidity. Ratios of1356

K/π+ and K−/π− versus p̄/p, a measure of the baryo-1357

chemical potential, show a relationship with the K/π+
1358

and K−/π− ratios reaching similar values to those mea-1359

sured in the Au + Au system for the lowest baryo-1360

chemical potential (largest value of p̄/p).1361
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